
T R E N D S



Isobar’s mission is to transform businesses, brands and  
people’s lives with the creative use of digital…  

yet around every corner and with every piece of news,  
it feels like the world we live in is in perpetual chaos…  



So for 2019, we look to find calm amongst the chaos. 
Isobar Canada has captured some of the key trends in  

2019 to see how businesses can use technology  
to navigate the stormy waters. 

But there are safe harbours out there too. Brands willing to  
seek out the calm will find opportunity to positively  

impact their business and their consumers.    

Read on to help chart your course…



Netflix infamously said that its 

biggest competition is Sleep and its 

recent headline grabbing viewership 

and membership numbers certainly 

confirm that, but in 2019 this could 

all change as a plethora of 

powerhouse content producers 

enter the SVOD space.

1The  
Video  
Big  
Bang

Emotion is a critical business 

currency, but with so many brands 

aiming to pull heart strings, we’re 

entering an era of negativity in 

advertising which can potentially 

fatigue our audiences.

2 The  
Emotion  
Driven 
Economy

Influencers are here to stay, but are 

the days of 6-figure fees numbered? 

Brands are having trouble calculating 

ROI for influencer marketing, and 

celebrities are becoming choosy to 

which brands they align with.

3 Influencers &  
Spokespeople

Digital purchases continue to rise, 

while Digital Average Order Value 

(aka basket size) is falling. With 

more players in ecommerce than 

ever before, loyalty to one brand or 

supplier, resulting in larger orders,  
is suffering.

4Digital  
AOV

79x2
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Many social media channels are 

losing relevance, as issues such  
as data privacy, corporate social 

responsibility, and research into  
the negative effects of screen time 

(to name a few) become more 

commonplace. There will always  
be social attention for brands,  
but how much attention there is  
to go around is dwindling.

5 Social  
Media  
Exodus

The GDPR hinted at what brands  
in other markets can expect in  
the future when it comes to data 

collection and overall data strategy. 

The consequences for the collection 

behaviours of many brands today 

will soon not be tolerated.

6 Data  
Regulation

Consumers have had a voice for  
a while, but now they have the 

power to bind together to either 

bully or elicit change. This creates  
a new era of caution for brands  
and an opportunity to side with  
the wrathful masses.

7Wrath  
Epidemic

As the leaders of their company  
and the brands they represent,  
it is imperative that CEOs take off 

their ‘bottom-line’ blinkers, and 

become visible ambassadors to 

their most valuable investors: the 

end consumer. Greater transparency 

leads to greater brand trust.

8 Mascot  
Founders

79x2
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More people in Canada, and around 

the world are participating in the gig 

economy than ever, which has 

significant implications—good and 

bad—for businesses everywhere.

9 The  
Gig Economy

Large corporations doing the heavy 

lifting in R&D and making AI 

technologies more accessible to the 

smaller players. More companies 

are adding AI technologies that can 

tap into an array of single purpose 

applications that can be deployed 

quickly and serve as the foundation 

for a digital business.

10Artificial  
Intelligence
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Emotional connections can be 

developed in the most unexpected 

ways. The rise – and increasing 

acceptance - of the ‘introvert’ in 

today’s society represents an 

opportunity for brands to appeal to 

their ‘quiet minds’ and emphasize 

the power of mindful social media 

usage, while simultaneously 

identifying new strategies to  
sustain a more prolonged  
brand conversation.

1The  
Rise of  
Mindfulness

Consumers are quick to trade  
their personal information to digital 

financial advisors who promise  
to guide them towards financial 

freedom. These financial technology 

apps help to shift the way users see 

and spend their money while 

learning of simplified savings, 

investment, and retirement strategies.

2 Financial  
Technology

A growing phenomenon in many 

households, but will they be able  
to become more useful in our 

everyday physical lives? What should 

brands do in order to utilize the 

business opportunity locked inside 

smart speakers?

3 Smart  
Speakers

Gone are the days where brand can 

get back with being moderately 

inclusive. Success lies with brands 

who are not afraid to embrace all 

forms of diversity and every aspect 

of making humans amazing.

4Raw  
Inclusivity

Key                 Themes To Look Out ForCALM





The Video Big Bang



What We’re Seeing
2019 marks the beginning of increasing competition within the 

video-streaming landscape, which reshapes the landscape. 

2019 will see video services launched by Disney, Warner Bros. 

and Apple, to name a few, all of which have committed 

billions of dollars over the next year.
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What We’re Seeing
Estimates say that 80% of the most watched content on 

Netflix is licensed through studios, despite Netflix’s 

sizeable original content investments and headline-grabbing 

figures around viewership. The company’s ballooning debt 

levels have lead to concern on Wall Street, which lead a 

Danish Bank to predict the business could collapse in 2019.  

Whilst we don’t expect Netflix to collapse, the increasing 

fragmentation of streaming video viewership across multiple 

SVOD services will lead to changes in how consumers 

engage with video and potentially even for some brands to 

re-write the rules around premium video subscription 

services’ holy grail of ad-free and explore more ad-supported 

revenue streams.
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The first sign of this was seen from Apple who in Q4 2018 

opened their famously closed ecosystem to TV 

manufacturers for AirPlay 2.

Q3/Q4 2019

Q3/Q4 2019Summer 2019



By boldly engaging with new advertising opportunities in video  
as they develop, advertisers may be able to recapture  

the advertising effectiveness of TV, but in the 21st Century.



The Emotion- 
Driven Economy 

I’m not crying, you’re crying.



What We’re Seeing
We have entered the “Emotion Economy.” Brands must 

view emotion as a critical currency of business. 

Historically, consumer insights have been developed by 

collecting and analyzing data to predict what the customer’s 

next move might be. Today, however, this is just one piece of 

the equation when trying to understand what a customer will 

do as technology is being used to read, analyze and even 

replicate the other half of the pie – our emotions.
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What We’re Seeing
For successful brands, it’s no longer just about 

understanding what customers will do, but rather  
how they feel and how we can best get them to act.  

This is what pundits are calling the ‘emotion economy’,  
and recent advances in technology have already put us  
on the path towards it. Understanding how this ecosystem 

works, and learning how to draw value from it will become 

vital to the success of any organization that is looking to 

engage with customers and stay at the front of the pack 

amongst competitors. 

Industry pundits claim that the affective computing 

market, made up of technology that is designed to 

recognize, understand and simulate human emotion,  
is set to rise to $59 billion by 2021.
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What We’re Seeing
But… Is too much emotion actually making our 

advertising sad?  

The headline reads: “Emotional ads will lead to more sales.” 

The first line of the actual article reads: “Advertisements 

which elicit a strong emotional response will deliver  
an increase in sales.” See what’s happened there?  
The obvious requirement of advertising to elicit some  
form of response got magically transformed into a divine 

directive for all ads to be emotional. Sadly, this is merely 

symptomatic of the marketing industry’s perpetual,  
but misguided mission to draw a distinction between 

emotional (good) versus rational (bad) advertising.
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Where emotional means funny, enjoyable, dramatic, colourful, 

with more feelings than facts; in fact pretty much anything, as 

long as it looks more like pure entertainment rather than 

anything so prosaic as an ad. 

Not surprisingly, therefore, this misconception is being 

propagated all day, every day, in creative brainstormings,  
in boardrooms, in research debriefs, at conferences and in 

the trade press.  

It’s a world gone even madder in the ridiculous quest for ever 

more emotion and entertainment and ever less product and 

reasons to purchase it.



“We can respond rationally, emotionally or instinctually to both  
emotional and rational communications. We do not need to see  
emotion to respond emotionally. We can respond emotionally  
to facts and rationally to emotions. There’s little emotion in a  

stone-faced policeman informing you of the death of a  
loved one, but inconsolable sorrow in response. Conversely, a  

teary child with a scraped knee may trigger the instinctive  
reaction of antiseptic and a band aid, and a stern rational  

lesson on the dangers of skateboarding downstairs.” 

Mark Silcocks Founder/CEO At Now Screen



By putting the product and brand values first, marketers should  
craft product-first communications to receive natural emotive  
reactions without over stimulating and fatiguing the audience. 



Influencers &  
Spokespeople



What We’re Seeing
While the use of celebrities and spokespeople has  
been common for decades, in just a few short years, 

influencer marketing has established itself as one  
of the most prominent digital marketing channels for 

consumer brands.  

By one estimate, businesses spent more than $2bn  
on influencer marketing campaigns in 2018.
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What We’re Seeing
Social platforms are where consumers are and 

influencers offer one of the best means to speak  
to them, so all indications are that influencer  
marketing budgets will continue to grow in 2019. 

But for all the faith that many brands clearly have in 

influencers, measuring return on investment continues  
to be a problem. In fact, according to research published  
by Influencer Intelligence and eConsultancy, less than a  
fifth (18%) of companies say that they are able to integrate 

influencer marketing into their broader ROI calculations 

despite the fact that the vast majority believe it will be  
critical to their success going forward.
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While many companies still struggle to evaluate the returns 

on their marketing spend across even established digital 

channels, the rising potential of an economic slowdown in 

the next year or two could lead some marketers to tighten 

the purse strings and/or demand more from influencers who 

are not necessarily going to be able to deliver the goods. 

In other words, the days of five- and six-figure paid posts 

being common could be numbered.



Transparency
Many new regulations are being put into place to ensure 

consumers are aware when they are being advertised to.  

Newly in the UK, whether content is entirely produced for 

the purpose of marketing a product or service,  
or just happens to contain some branded mentions  
or appearances, they must be flagged in some way. 

For example, if an influencer has been paid to create a video, 

they must indicate that in the title or caption of the video. If 

only certain elements are sponsored, they may use a 

technique such as flagging the links to those products. In any 

case, all the ad placements should be clearly marked as such 

at all times.
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Transparency
In 2019, it may be wise to understand the reasons behind 

these guidelines and more importantly increasing 

audience sensitivity.  

According to the same study from Bazaarvoice, 47% of 

customers feel tired of inauthentic content published  
by influencers. Not only are they recognizing when content 

is misaligned with an influencer’s personal brand, they’re 

becoming more aware of the practice in general as more 

companies enter the market. It’s not just about tagging ads,  
it’s about dealing with the increasing lack of trust  
and skepticism that outdated influencer techniques  
are creating.
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Transparency
Rather than simply planning to comply in order to avoid 

sanctions, the better approach may be to embrace new 

methods. These may help to improve audience relationships 

and increase trust. Audiences aren’t opposed to being 

marketed to, many just disapprove of the manufactured 

nature and lack of genuine connection associated with 

certain sponsored campaigns. An honest, authentic 

approach could be seen as refreshing for brands entering the 

market in 2018 and beyond.
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With further social regulations coming into place, and the  
lack of trust growing for influencers on micro levels,  

brands must look to grow influential impact on a  
larger scale before relying on micro advertising. 
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Celebrity Endorsements 
Aren’t Going Anywhere
But, purpose is what will be driving engagement  
for A-list celebrity involvement.  

When partnering with other brands, both the celebrity and 

product brands must be strategic. As Michael B. Jordan 

explained, "When choosing what brand to work with, you 

have to choose one that coincides with your goals. You are 

defined by what you say no to. I’m not the type of guy to 

chase money or projects. It has to mean something and fit 

into the blueprint of what you want.  Brisk is the official drink 

sponsor of Marvel Studios’ Black Panther, so when I heard 

they were working on a project that supports up and coming 

creators, I had to get involved."
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Celebrity Endorsements 
Aren’t Going Anywhere
Additionally, Jordan is focused on the values connected to 

each brand campaign. He considers each project in terms  
of what message it sends to future generations. "My heart 

and passion is with the kids. They got to be better than us." 

He added, "You’ve got to leave a legacy behind, that’s 

what lasts forever. That’s what I keep in mind as I take  
on projects and decide what brands to partner with,  
like Brisk and the Creators Class program. Supporting 

aspiring artists means something."
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Celebrity Endorsements 
Aren’t Going Anywhere
In 2019, celebrities will work with brands that fulfill their 

purpose, and not their pockets.  

Weight Watcher’s newest Anthem involves real-life Weight 

Watchers customers alongside huge celebrity endorsements 

like Oprah Winfrey.  

WW strategically paired emotion with endorsement, 

creating a brilliant proposal that added 1 million new 

subscribers in a one-year span between 2017-18.

Click to Watch

https://www.ispot.tv/ad/IoL_/ww-anthem-featuring-oprah-winfrey


Marketers utilizing influencers and celebrities will be strong in 2019,  
but expect ROI to increase as the cost per influencer goes down.  
Those brands that have the ability to pair their products with the  
benefit of a real celebrity story will do so, and the analytics will  

prove that there is staying power in A-List endorsements.  



Digital AOV
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Consumers Are Buying More Often, 
But Spending Less, Per Order.
In 2018, consumers made more digital transactions than  
ever before. 

However, due to this behavioural shift, the average order 

value (AOV – total size of purchase) declined. 

https://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/325129/holiday-online-revenue-to-rise-but-average-order.html



Delivery Capabilities  
& Logistics

Mobile Ordering

Ever-increasing efficiencies in shipping  
logistics are allowing better access  
for retailers of all sizes to engage  

in commerce and fulfillment.

Shift to purchases on mobile devices are leading 

to increased frequency of small orders, however 

still a reticence to make larger purchases 

outside of desktop environments.

Factors Contributing to Increase in Orders, But Fall in AOV



Implications
While Canadians are not spending any less on goods than 

they used to (the contrary, actually) a decrease in AOV 

demonstrates a willingness for consumers to ‘shop around’; 

emblematic of a lowered loyalty to retailers, instead receiving 

products they seek from whomever, whenever. 
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Approaches to Increasing AOV 
In E-Commerce
• Minimum spend discounts 

• Shipping incentives for spend 

• Volume-based discounts 

• Loyalty offers 

• Product bundling/packages 

• Price-match guarantees 

• Personalized communications/offers



Social Media Exodus
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“Changing of the Guard”  
or Something Else?
The biggest players in social media have been losing 

relevancy among the youngest and most desired 

demographics for some time, leading many to believe  
that a more systemic exit from the platforms may  
soon be seen.
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Fractured State of Social Media
New(er) platforms are stealing screen time from the  
more established Facebook, as usage drops and new  
sign-ups plateau.

Pew Research
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All Channels Could Feel A 
Scale Back In Usage
Factors working against all social media channels are 

numerous and are covered often and at length by  
media outlets. 

• The focus on adverse mental health effects 

• Divisiveness of dialogue (politics/otherwise) 

• Poor perception of platforms as moral organizations  

• Privacy concerns and data collection 

• JOMO (joy of missing out)
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What To Do About It
With the factors in the multiples and the recent vitriol towards 

many making the most use of their social media activities. 

• Be Authentic – pick your moments to sell. 

• Be Relevant – use active social listening to align  
your brand with meaningful and positive topics  
and discussions.   

• Be Nimble – use new social capabilities to provide 

consumers with something fresh.



Data Regulation
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Data Collection to  
Drive Personalization
With an ever-growing need for personalization of consumer 

communications to drive brand relevance, in 2019 every 

brand should be active in their collection and strategic in  
their use of consumer data. 

While no brand should expect much success without  
a meaningful data strategy, the days of blind collection  
and storage of user data are likely coming to a close. 
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Mishandling Data Collection 
And It’s Potential Consequences
This past May, the General Data Protection Regulation 

(GDPR) set the tone for the scope of what we can expect  
for data regulation in Canada.  

Misuse of consumer data in the European Union now  
could lead to mammoth fines, not just a slap on the wrist; 

with other areas of the world likely to follow suit. 



Obtaining  
Consent

GDPR Data Collection Requirements Are Thorough

Timely Breach  
Notification

Right To 
Data Access

Data 
Portability

Right To Be 
Forgotten

Privacy By 
Design

Data Protection Officers 
(Occasional)
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Brands Should Not Wait For 
New Canadian Regulation
While Canada currently has its own data regulations, the 

GDPR extends outside its EU country’s boundaries; in that  
if a Canadian company targets foreign consumers or uses a 

foreign vendor, they could be subject to the same penalties 

as an EU member country.  

Any new data strategy should follow the new principles of  
the current GDPR (such as portability and the right to data)  
to ensure data capture is performed safely. Also, most 

importantly, so that brands don’t need to scramble to 

restructure their entire data history and strategy in the event 

of similar rules set in place. 



Wrath Epidemic
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Hell Hath No Fury Like A 
Customer Scorned
Kicking off 2018 was a downpour of negative (albeit funny) 

comments on Tristan Thompson’s Instagram account after 

allegations came out that he cheated on his pregnant 

girlfriend, Khloe Kardashian.  

Social media has created a support group for the disgruntled 

customer. These scorned digital natives are quick to band 

together and take to social media to tackle issues they have 

with unethical brands or offensive communications.  

Of course for every action, there is an equal and 

opposite reaction. We are quick to applaud customers  
that help brands notice insensitivities, but turn a blind  
eye to customers revolting against causes we deem noble.
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Case in point is Gillette’s newest campaign that looks to 

tackle toxic masculinity, a territory that other brands such 

as Axe have already played in. The campaign is causing 

outcry from both sides of the cause, causing a tumultuous 

online debate between two passionate parties.  

In 2019, the debate will intensify. We saw inklings of this 

Nike’s Colin Kaepernick ad which prompted #NikeBoycott, 

but actually resulted in a 30% rise in sales for the brand.  

Dolce and Gabbana, however, represents the opposite side  
of the coin. They launched a Chinese campaign in November 

which sparked huge backlash from media and Chinese 

consumers that ultimately lead to them cancelling their long 

anticipated Shanghai show. 

88% of Canadian millennials now expect brands to  
go beyond simply a token gesture, and take a stand  
on social issues.

Brands need to become the champions of conversation, 

driving passionate debate, to their detriment or success.

www.vox.com/the-goods/2018/10/18/17995804/bumble-spotify-dove-real-people-in-advertisements
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What This Means For Brands
Embrace the chaos and take the risk.

What This Means Digitally
Give audiences a platform to discuss and share  
their thoughts. Interjection can help appease the 

conversation, but allowing the conversation to take  
on its own entity can become an extension of  
the campaign.



Mascot Founders
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So much of what we have in our lives can be credited to 

creative geniuses. Steve Jobs brought us the iPhone and 

Walt Disney gifted us a mouse that gave us a never-ending 

sense childhood wonder. They created the standard for 

founders that consumers look for in present day disruptors. 

With founders and CEOs becoming more and more the face 

of their brand, it is increasingly important that they reflect the 

brand’s ethos.  

If brands are subject to being placed under society’s 

microscope, it is no surprise that founders and CEOs  
are placed under the same extreme scrutiny.  

Some say founders should not be CEOs, but in 2019,  
it will become even more evident that they definitely  
shouldn’t be mascots. 
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2018 saw 1,323 CEO resignations in the USA, a 24.2% 

increase from 2017, and the highest since 2008. A large 

number of these were caused by the CEO’s conduct.  
Two major founders stepped down as chairmen: Papa John’s 

founder, John Schnatter, for using a racial slur, and Elon 

Musk for tweeting that he was going to take Tesla private. 

Consumer expectations and behaviours are shifting.  
They place any brand’s public figure under the same 

standards as they would a brand.  

In 2019, we will see this become even more prevalent, 

causing certain founders and CEOs to retreat into the safe 

shadows of their company in order to maintain control 

without baring the responsibility as the face of the company.

This will cause distress for customers who seek transparency 

from the brands they engage with. As a result, only the “right 

kind” of founders and CEOs will be praised, leading others to 

be damned if they do and damned if they don’t wear their 

brand on their sleeve.

www.npr.org/2018/11/08/665539726/tesla-names-new-chair-as-robyn-denholm-elon-musk-steps-down &  
www.foxbusiness.com/features/the-biggest-ceo-exits-of-2018
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What This Means For Brands
It is difficult for brands to change their CEOs, and impossible 

to change founders.  

The solution is not to hide away from the spotlight, but  
rather embrace the judgement zone and be prepared for 

micro examination from the public. Only an estimated 40%  
of Fortune 500 CEOs are active on social media, so more 

should accept the mascot label and use digital media as a 

soap box.  

However, just as a brand’s online presence is monitored and 

curated, so should its CEOs and founders. This does not 

mean censor, but rather develop a tone and presence with 

these figureheads that is representative of their personality, 

while providing them guidelines for their online presence.



What do we want? Freedom.

The Gig Economy



“Gigs” – short term, one-off employment contracts mediated  
by platform businesses – have the potential to transform  

the future of work in Canada and globally.

https://www.glomhi.org/uploads/7/4/4/8/74483301/workers_in_the_global_gig_economy.pdf
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What Is It And What Are We Seeing
The gig economy is made up of independent workers,  
looking for a series of contracts instead of full-time permanent 

employment. Think Freelancers, Uber drivers, Airbnb hosts. 

They make their own schedules, work where/when they want 

and have as much autonomy as they want. 

Statistics Canada found that between November 2015 and 

October 2016, 9.5% of people 18+, participated in the 

“sharing economy,” as users or workers, and that number is 

expected to grow exponentially. 

This anticipated growth in the gig economy mirrors the overall 

recent and continuing growth of precarious work.
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What does it mean for Canada?

https://www.techrepublic.com/article/how-the-gig-economy-will-change-in-2019/

“Gigs” have the potential to transform the future of work in 

Canada and globally. The “gigification” of the labour market 

has generated opportunities for flexible, accessible work and 

business innovation, but it also creates significant economic, 

social, and personal challenges for workers.  

The number of people in Toronto alone who describe their  
job as “temporary” grew by 40% between 1997 and 2013, 

and is continuing to rise according to Stats Canada. Forbes 

estimates 50% of the US workforce will be contractors 

working through digital platforms by 2020.

This has major implications for the wellbeing of workers in 

Canada and around the world, which requires forward-

looking responses from policymakers, service providers, 

employers, and workers. Since gig workers share many  
of the same vulnerabilities as other precarious workers, 

solutions around retirement planning, benefits access,  
career and skills development, and worker and consumer 

protection, are essential to protecting Canadian workers  
and the health of the Canadian economy.



More and more Canadians are participating in the gig economy,  
a trend with significant health implications, especially related  

to precarious work, social isolation and income insecurity –  
major predictors of disease.

https://www.glomhi.org/uploads/7/4/4/8/74483301/workers_in_the_global_gig_economy.pdf
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What Do Businesses 
Need To Understand?
Workers’ experiences of the gig economy are important to 

understand because the platform labour market has several 

features that distinguish it from other work: 

1. The platform model muddies the traditional employer-

employee relationship by classifying workers as 

independent contractors while subjecting them to 

ambiguous rules and criteria for success. 

2. Platform businesses disaggregate jobs into micro-tasks. 

3. Platform businesses disaggregate the workforce, both 

geographically and socially.

https://www.glomhi.org/uploads/7/4/4/8/74483301/workers_in_the_global_gig_economy.pdf



This mainstream narrative has led to potential myths about 

the gig economy focussing on worker choice, flexibility, 

freedom, and easy opportunities for cash. It has also helped 

to perpetuate the idea that gig workers are young, educated, 

hip millennials. 

However, this profile is changing. More women and older 

workers are joining the gig economy. But participation still 

depends on regions and the types of work. Most workers 

participate part-time – combining gig work with other income 

streams and working through multiple platform businesses – 

and turnover is high, especially for young people. 

Developments in online technology have transformed 

traditional labour markets by creating opportunities for 

people and businesses to participate in a larger-than-ever 

global marketplace for contract labour. 
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What does it mean for Canada?



The Gig Economy is part of a dynamic economic and  
business evolution that has risen with the ubiquitous growth of  

and access to mobile technology. Some of the most  
widely recognized companies leveraging this concept include  

Uber for local transportation, Airbnb for lodging, GrubHub  
for restaurant delivery, and Shipt for grocery shopping.

https://www.glomhi.org/uploads/7/4/4/8/74483301/workers_in_the_global_gig_economy.pdf
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What Does It Mean?
The Good with the Bad. 

The platform labour economy has generated opportunities for 

flexible work and business innovation, but it has also created 

significant economic, social, and personal challenges for 

workers. Gig work can be precarious, meaning low paid, 

temporary, provides no health, training, or retirement benefits, 

and shifts more of the risk of doing business from the 

employer to the contractor.  

This shift in the workforce and structure of employment has 

major implications for the Canadian and global economy. 

Global and country-level policies have not kept pace with  
the “gigification” of the labour market, leaving gig workers 

excluded from existing skills development, health and social 

protection policies, all of which are designed for the traditional 

labour market.
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What Does It Mean?
As the gig economy grows, businesses must consider  
its impact. As workers increasingly monetize their lives, 

business skills are also up for grabs. Websites like Upwork 

and Toptal convene temporary workers who are willing to put 

their skills on the market for short-term projects. Businesses 

will need to adapt policies, expectations and work flow to 

accommodate this growing segment of the workforce,  
or be left behind. 

And conversely Gig Economy workers must evaluate the 

pros (freedom of location, autonomy, working chosen hours, 

etc) and cons (unstable cash flow, over/under worked, social 

isolation etc.), of taking on additional work, or leaving the 

traditional workforce to dive into the gig economy fully.

The gig economy can also benefit businesses, where as 

they can hire short term workers with specific skills for 

specific projects without the overhead costs of a f/t 

employees. Businesses also benefit when f/t employees 

participate in the gig economy on the side and bring  
those external skills in.

https://www.worldfinance.com/strategy/the-long-term-effects-of-the-gig-economy



From expert-only, to everyone.

Artificial Intelligence
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What We’re Seeing
2019 will be the year companies accelerate their use of cloud 

based AI software and services. To date many organizations 

have lacked the intelligence and resources to take full 

advantage of it. 

But, tech giants like Amazon, Apple, Facebook, Google,  
IBM and Microsoft are investing in research and  
development of AI, which will benefit the ecosystem  
and bring AI closer to consumers. 

Through the cloud they can access services that address 

these shortfalls—without having to make big up from 

investments. The cloud is democratizing access to AI.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/andrewarnold/2018/10/25/transparency-in-influencer-marketing-are-we-there-yet/#5076b86b75e1
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What Does It Mean?
Companies hoping to add AI capabilities can tap into an 

array of single purpose applications, such as chatbots 

that can be deployed quickly and serve as the foundation 

for a digital business. 

The biggest trend in AI will be an acceleration in the digital 

transformation, making existing business systems smarter—

everything from airline and hotel booking systems to web 

applications, healthcare systems, and more, as examples of 

areas where digital transformation initiatives to this point have 

effectively been a dry run for the AI-fueled transformations  

are to come in 2019 and beyond. 

RELX Group predicts that AI and machine learning adoption will 

be crucial for both public and private organizations to remain 

competitive, as the age of digital transformation evolves.

In other words, it’s adapt or 
fall behind and eventually die.
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Bumpy Transitions
The push towards AI is not without its pitfalls. While AI is 

helping bring brands from every ilk into the future, it is not a 

seamless transition. Yes, the tech giants are doing the heavy 

lifting in terms of developing the innovation and sharing it  
with smaller business, but there are limitations. 

While the functionality of AI software might meet their needs 

(such as live chat bots) customization is limited, and the same 

capabilities are available to the completion. Companies who 

truly want to forge forward will need to develop their own 

solutions, which is not for the faint of wallet. 

The push to increased AI will also likely lead to a talent a gap. 

Most organizations want to embrace AI as part of their digital 

transformation, but do not have the developers, AI experts,  
and linguists to develop their own, or to even train the engines 

of pre-built solutions to deliver on the promise.
https://www.forbes.com/sites/andrewarnold/2018/10/25/transparency-in-influencer-marketing-are-we-there-yet/#5076b86b75e1
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What Does It Mean?
The AI hiring landscape is a story of scarcity – which means 

those who are on the market can command outsized 

compensation packages. This is great for them, but far from 

ideal or realistic for the brands. However if brands do not 

work with the changing times and pay the going rate, they 

might get left behind as well.  

Smart companies will look to in-house experts and partner 

with universities to teach the tech they value. Companies that 

train in advanced technologies will have the edge in talent 

retention and recruitment. 

AI skills are the fastest growing skillset on LinkedIn, up 

190% globally from 2015 to 2017.

Of note, studies have shown that push to atomization will 

disproportionally affect women’s jobs, as they tend to be 

employed in more “routine” task roles than men in all sectors. 

A push for education and training, with a push for programs 

like Girls Who Code in the U.S. or developing tax deductions 

for training as they do in the Netherlands are key to a 

sustaining hem in the workforce.

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/50-big-ideas-2019-what-watch-year-ahead-isabelle-roughol/ & https://www2.deloitte.com/ca/en/pages/technology-media-and-telecommunications/articles/tmt-predictions-2019.html



Organizations that embrace this balance between  
human and machine – either internally or as part  
of their customer-facing products will achieve the  

most success with AI in the year ahead.





The Rise of Mindfulness



Mindfulness Today
In a world where we are bombarded with digital stimulus 

amidst ever-growing change, it is time to show a more 

compassionate side to a brand, and filter messages using  
a quiet voice rather than a shout. 

Mindfulness in Action
Tech brands are already conscious of this, with Apple’s iOS 

12 showing users how much time they’ve spent with their 

screen each week. Facebook, YouTube and Instagram are 

introducing tools to allow people to be aware of the time 

they’ve spent with the service, with alerts to remind you to 

put your phone down. 

Google even has a Digital Well-being app, that helps users 

curb their daily smartphone usage habits.
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“The values users seek from the products, services and 

organizations we choose to interact with are shifting. 

Where once we celebrated novelty, excitement and 

instant gratification, we now reject organizations that 

shout to get our attention”

wellbeing.google & techcrunch.com/2018/08/01/facebook-and-instagram-your-activity-time



Why Mindfulness
While seemingly counter-intuitive to the idea of increasing 

brand engagement, we can leverage the concept of 

mindfulness and social media detoxes to make brands 

appear more human, less self-serving, and establish an 

emotional connection with consumers.  

Put into practice, this could include syncing communication 

values to the idea of being more connected to the self than 

to technology, and stress brand usage rituals that are rooted 

in more mindful activities.  

For example, moving away from describing a car’s features, 

and more about how the driving experience helps them to 

reconnect with nature.
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Allying Mindfulness 
With Technology
With mindfulness, move towards healthy, active living to 

counter sedentary lifestyles.  

Initiatives can be closely connected to Trend 1-tracking and 

rewarding people abstaining from social media and their 

phones, and encouraging them to be more active and 

wellness-focused.
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Financial Technology



What Financial Technology?
Canadians are transitioning to app-based services to 

easily access simplified spending, budgeting, savings 

and investments strategies in an attempt to take control 

of their financial future. 

Millennials prioritize use of their smartphones above 

other screens and no longer need to adhere to traditional 

brick and mortar bank hours. These financial service 

apps place transactions and advisors in their hands  
on their time. 

With over 64% of millennials and 59% of Gen X using  
at least one financial service app on their phone, user 

functionality must evolved from customer support to  

providing full-service planning tools to aid user trust  
and understanding of their economic paths.
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What Financial Technology?
These novice and expert money managers lean on real-time 

updates to prevent negative transactions like fraud and over-

spending, but many still have no strategies set up for their 

retirement. This is where digital-first companies come in.  

Rather than adapting basic bank transactions, Fintech apps 

have provided easily accessible ways to manage and build 

nest eggs based on curbing bad spending habits and 

educating on the benefits of planning for financial stability.
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Financial Technology 
For Brands
Financial apps are used with minimal understanding of fraud 

risks and use of information. 

The need to plan for the future has trumped the protection of 

personal identity. The straightforward definitions and 

analogies raised these digital apps to a position of trusted 

advisors and planning cohorts with little scrutiny in use of 

personal data.  

This trend of trading utility and knowledge for personal 

information has been an ongoing battle as consumers 

transition to smart and digital-first lifestyles. Consumers are 

more willing now to give brands use of their information as 

long as it’s not abused all while becoming trusted advisors.

The brands who are able to use technology to help their 

customers find a balance between current financial needs 

and investments for their future,  are able to unlock 

greater secured access to their consumers and deepen 

the brand relationship.



Consumers are becoming more comfortable sharing deep levels  
of personal data through mobile-led platforms, but it requires  

a genuine and clear benefit exchange, demonstrating  
you understand and support their way of life.



Smart Speakers
What should we actually expect?



What We’re Seeing
Deloitte Global predicts that the industry for Smart Speakers 

will be worth USD $7 billion in 2019, selling 164 million units 

in Canada at an average of USD $43. A growth rate of 63% 

over 2018, making smart speakers the fastest growing 

connected device category worldwide. 
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However, Canadians aren’t exactly 

snapping them up.  

Smart speaker adoption in Canada is just 

9%, and even those aren’t being used as 

much as you might think: only about half of 

Canadians who have one use it daily. 

Among those who are using their speakers 

daily, they seem to have a distinctly Canadian 

usage pattern. Among six selected countries 

Deloitte surveyed in 2018, smart speakers 

were used mostly to play music.  

However, in Canada, they are most used 

to ask about the weather…r.



For the smart speaker market to continue growing, 
they will need to become more useful, more often. 
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Digital tasks < Real tasks
For smart speakers to become the norm in Canada,  
the tasks will need to become smarter, and perform  
to real-life use to not risk becoming the iBeer app  
of the iPhone. 



Digital tasks < Real tasks
Google, whose core business is Search, rolled out a 

sneak peak of their Assistant using a technology called 

Duplex at I/O 2018, where they plan to take their task-

driven commands.  

Performing digital tasks like playing music, or asking the 

weather, or a definition is great, but it’s real-life tasks like this 

that will allow millions of users to perform regular mundane 

tasks easily and seamlessly without writing an email, filling 

out an online form or even picking up the phone.
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Yes, it makes calls.  

Google Assistant will roll out a feature  
using a tech called Google Duplex that  
can connect with anyone, including those 

who aren’t yet digital.

Click to Watch

https://www.facebook.com/circuitbreaker/videos/2045943969031755/
https://www.facebook.com/circuitbreaker/videos/2045943969031755/
https://www.facebook.com/circuitbreaker/videos/2045943969031755/


Digital tasks < Real tasks
For brands and businesses alike to become successful in  
the home speaker marketplace in 2019, they will need to 

become more accessible within these platforms. To begin, 

partnering or even creating business profiles with Amazon 

and/or Google will allow users access to do simple or 

everyday things easily. 
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Everyday Utility 

“Hey Google, how much gas do I have in  
the XT5?” 

“Alexa, buy the LeBron 16 - black, size 11 

from Nike.com”



For brands and businesses alike to become successful in the  
home speaker marketplace in 2019, they will need to  

become more accessible within these platforms.  
To begin, partnering or even creating business profiles  

with Amazon and/or Google will allow users access  
to do simple things easily, such as,  

“Alexa, buy the LeBron 16 in black, size 11 at Nike.”  
Or “Hey Google, what time is the LCBO open until on NYE?”



Brands must be proactive in developing ways for smart speaker  
users to naturally access them in order for the speakers  

to be a viable business opportunity. 

Access Success



Raw Inclusivity



Representation was a major theme and success for 2018. 

With huge blockbuster booms from Crazy Rich Asians and 

Black Panther, audiences around the world were thrilled  
to finally see true multi-cultural representation on the 

mainstream big screen. Their immense success signals  
the beginning of the rectification from mainstream media  
of the sub-par “token” multi-cultural representation they  
have been guilty of. 

But this did not stop at multi-cultural representation. In 2019, 

Winnie Harlow, an internationally acclaimed model with 

Vitiligo, walked her first Victoria Secret Fashion Show and 

was crowned Breakthrough Model of the Year. 

These are baby steps in the right direction, and audiences 

are already demanding more. 
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2019 is the year where audiences search for a more raw, 

unpolished and real version of representation. Social realism 

has been used since the first instances of the Dove Real 

Beauty campaign and the use of real people in ads has a 

proven effectiveness. Customers are looking for brands that 

embrace all and not just most.  

In fact, with consumers more empowered than ever, and with 

social platforms at their disposal to amplify their message, 

they are holding their purchasing power hostage in the 

demand for more.  
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Brands are already embracing this total inclusivity and seeing 

major ROI. Fenty, a beauty line by Rihanna, has been shaking 

up the beauty industry by not only introducing 40 shades of 

foundation, but by also celebrating inclusivity in their 

advertising. The brand, which made $100 million in the first 

90 days, is pressuring other lines to expand their palette, a 

phenomenon coined the “Fenty Effect”.

www.time.com/collection/genius-companies-2018/5412503/fenty-beauty & www.vox.com/the-goods/2018/10/18/17995804/bumble-spotify-dove-real-people-in-advertisements



What This Means for Brands
This is a call to action for brands to step up and embrace the 

proud sense of humanity that is creating purchase drivers 

and encouraging conversation amongst audiences, whether 

they agree or disagree.  

Raw inclusivity, not just representation, is hitting the market 

like a tidal wave. Brands must be ready to ride it or brace for 

destruction.

What This Means Digitally
Digital channels provide a place where brands can embrace 

this new demand to gage interest and spark debate with their 

existing audience. Social channels in particular have.
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T R E N D S

Every effort has been made to correctly reference the sources used throughout this report.  
In the instance of not being attributed, please feel free to contact us and we will be pleased to make the necessary amendments.


